For Immediate Release
Rapidsoft Systems Announces Availability of Its Web 2.0 Social Networking Package
RapidSoft announces availability of web social networking software for Web 2.0. This will allow companies and enterprises to create scalable
social networking solutions quite rapidly with feature sets similar to large scale social networking portals popular with consumers. The
package has all the software for group creation, user registration, events, user messaging and others Web 2.0 collaboration features.

Princeton Junction, NJ (Nov 27, 2007) -- RapidSoft Systems, www.rapidsoftsystems.com, a company based out of New Jersey and
having their development center in India - announces their "Social Networking Software" package. As per Palak, their Biz-Dev
Manager, they are on the last phase of finishing it off and the final tests are getting conducted.
RapidSoft is an onsite/ outsourced software services company with special focus on technology applications, tools and utilities. They
are a group of professionals who are in business from the past more than 15years in providing impeccable software solutions and
would like to explore the same worldwide.
RapidSoft has a strong web software development team very familiar with social networking and web 2.0 collaboration space. One
of their recent developments in Web 2.0 space is built on the idea of creative collaboration where music, the internet and social
networking converge to allow musicians and enthusiasts to create audio contents online and broadcast them live in real-time. It
combines social networking with real-time multi-media streaming over the Internet and instant messaging technologies. They also
have a very strong hold on various mobile applications and content.
They are well-known for their unique business models that are cost effective and flexible with time and are a precise answer to the
present challenges faced in corporate scenario when it comes to outsourcing.
The details of the "Social-Networking Software" package will be unveiled by early December. Their main target is to bring in socialnetworking to everyone’s reach and at the same time spreading out the idea to various corporate houses as well.
About Rapidsoft Systems, Inc
Rapidsoft Systems, Inc. is an Outsourced & Offshore Software Product Development company with headquarters in the United
States and product engineering centers in United States & India. It partners with technology companies and software-enabled
businesses to help them bring quality software products to market through dedicated or on-demand offshore engineering teams.
Rapidsoft Systems, Inc. have main office in Princeton, NJ USA , US R&D Center in Mercerville NJ and sales, support and
development offices in Palo Alto, CA, USA, Singapore, Bombay and Noida (India).
Rapidsoft Systems, Inc. competence lie in to offer full software product lifecycle services in verticals such as Mobile, Networking,
Healthcare, OSS, VoIP, Embedded, Business Intelligence, Security, Finance, Logistics, Social Networking, Media & Entertainment,
Gaming, Travel & Hospitality, Education & Training, Web2.0 and Retail. Its technology expertise includes Java/J2EE, C/C++, Ruby
on Rails, RDMS, Open Source, SaaS/On-Demand, Siebel CRM, J2ME, Android, Brew, iPhone, Palm Pre, Windows Mobile,
Flashlite and Symbian platforms.
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